The essential biological role of rare earth elements lay hidden until the discovery in 2011 that lanthanides are specifically incorporated into a bacterial methanol dehydrogenase. Only recently has this observation gone from a curiosity to a major research area, with the appreciation for the widespread nature of lanthanide-utilizing organisms in the environment and the discovery of other lanthanide-binding proteins and systems for selective uptake. While seemingly exotic at first glance, biological utilization of lanthanides is very logical from a chemical perspective. The early lanthanides (La, Ce, Pr, Nd) primarily used by biology are abundant in the environment, perform similar chemistry to other biologically useful metals and do so more efficiently due to higher Lewis acidity, and possess sufficiently distinct coordination chemistry to allow for selective uptake, trafficking, and incorporation into enzymes. Indeed, recent advances in the field illustrate clear analogies with the biological coordination chemistry of other metals, particularly Ca II and Fe III , but with unique twistsincluding cooperative metal binding to magnify the effects of small ionic radius differencesenabling selectivity. This Outlook summarizes the recent developments in this young but rapidly expanding field and looks forward to potential future discoveries, emphasizing continuity with principles of bioinorganic chemistry established by studies of other metals. We also highlight how a more thorough understanding of the central chemical questionselective lanthanide recognition in biologymay impact the challenging problems of sensing, capture, recycling, and separations of rare earths.
■ INTRODUCTION: EXPANDING THE BIOINORGANIC PERIODIC TABLE Rare earth (RE) elementsthe lanthanides, yttrium, and scandiumare critical components of numerous modern technologies, from permanent magnets in wind turbines and electric car batteries, to lasers and phosphors, to medical imaging agents. 1, 2 However, the combination of the insolubility 3 and similarity in physical properties 4 of REs presents myriad challenges in basic science, environmental sustainability, 5, 6 and economics 7 for their separations in mining or recycling applications. 8 The primary sources of REs are phosphate or carbonate minerals, such as bastnasite, monazite, and xenotime, 9, 10 in which multiple REs often co-occur. REs are also present at significant concentrations in coal ash and acid mine drainage, although these lower-grade sources present further challenges for separation from more abundant metal ions, especially Fe III , Mn II , Cu II , and Al III . 11 These challenges have motivated investigations into diverse new approaches 8  from small molecules, 12−14 supramolecular assemblies such as metal−organic frameworks, 15 novel extraction and chromatographic methods, and even bacterial cells 16, 17 to separate REs from other metals and from each other. The discovery in 2011 18−20 that methylotrophic bacteria specifically incorporate certain REs (the early lanthanides, La−Nd) into pyrroloquinoline quinone (PQQ)-dependent alcohol dehydrogenases (ADHs) has opened new possibilities for more sustainable and efficient aqueous extraction and separations of these elements. 8, 21 The pace of discovery in this field has accelerated rapidly in the last year; here, we review these discoveries from a chemical perspective, highlighting potential, yet to be uncovered biological roles of lanthanides as well as broader applications of these findings to aid in RE mining, recycling, and separations.
The aqueous chemistry of the REs is dominated by the +III oxidation state. Although other oxidation states are accessible, most notably Ce IV and Eu II , under normal physiological conditions it is generally believed that lanthanides would be limited to +III (Ln III ). 4,22−24 Important properties of Ln III ions have been extensively reviewed; 4, 25 the key characteristics relevant to lanthanide biochemistry ( Figure 1 ) derive from their 4f electrons. The radial probability distribution of 4f orbitals is closer to the nucleus than for 6s and 5p; as a result, the 4f electrons poorly shield outer shells from increasing nuclear charge. Consequently, ionic radius decreases across the series (the lanthanide contraction): for a coordination number (CN) of 8, ionic radii span from 1.16 Å (La III ) to 0.98 Å (Lu III ). 26, 27 The ionic radius of Pr III is similar to that of Ca II , 1.12 Å (for CN = 8) . For this reason and the unique spectroscopic features of the 4f electrons, lanthanides have been used extensively in biochemistry as probes of calcium binding sites in proteins. 4,28−30 Furthermore, because the 4f electrons have little impact on bonding, Ln III complexes are largely ionic in characterfavoring hard, carboxylate ligands in biologyand flexible, sterically driven coordination geometries. These traits, combined with large ionic radii, allow Ln III (and especially the early lanthanides) to accommodate high CNs (8−12) , rarely encountered with other common metal ions. The high charge of the Ln III ions makes them good Lewis acids and results in poor solubility of their hydroxide and phosphate salts, with K sp 's of ∼10 −30 , translating to solubilities of ∼0.1−1 pM at pH 7. 3 Although once thought unlikely to be biologically relevant, 33 there are good reasons why biology has utilized lanthanides.
First, they are fairly abundant; crustal elemental abundances for La−Nd are ∼10−70 ppm, similar to other metals like Cu and Zn, whereas late lanthanides are 10−100 times rarer. 31 Second, their higher charge-to-radius ratio versus other common biological Lewis acids such as Ca II , Mg II , and divalent first-row transition metal ions makes them equally or even more robust Lewis acid catalysts, 34 and they would be more desirable when higher CNs, flexible coordination geometry, and/or redox-inertness are required for catalysis. Third, their functional and/or size similarities with Ca II , Fe III , and Mg II facilitate evolutionary connection to analogous pathways involving these metals, while their coordination chemistry is sufficiently distinct, facilitating selective recognition.
A central theme of this Outlook (relative to other recent reviews 21,32,35−39 ) is that the above basic principles, in the context of existing knowledge about how biology handles other metal ions, 40 anticipate the key aspects of lanthanide utilization. Results so far have revealed direct analogies between Ln III acquisition, transport, utilization, and storage to the extensively described bioinorganic chemistry of Ca II and Fe III (Figure 2 ), and the analogies are likely to continue as more is learned. Cells must resolve the same challenge faced by Figure 1 . Properties of the lanthanide series. The elements are scaled by ionic radius (Ln III , CN = 8); 26 Lewis acidity increases from La to Lu. Elemental abundances in the crust 31 range from blue (most abundant) to gray (least abundant). Pm has no stable isotopes and is not found in Nature. Boxes are colored according to currently known biological utilization. 32 The other two REs, Y and Sc, are not shown. The ionic radius of Y is similar to that of Ho, and abundance is similar to that of La. Sc is not discussed in this Outlook.
There are good reasons why biology has utilized lanthanides. 
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Outlook the technological utilization of REsthe difficulty of separations. The differences in ionic radius and therefore ligand affinities between adjacent Ln III are small, and biology cannot afford dozens of chromatographic steps 8, 10 to filter one RE from another. At the same time, it is unable to utilize all REs indiscriminately. Instead, it has devised ways to accommodate a small swath of the periodic table roughly equally well, La−Nd, which are both the most abundant REs and those (due to their size) whose coordination chemistry is most distinct from that of other metals used by biology. This review examines how biology accomplishes this feat through its "lanthanome" 41 the suite of proteins and other biomolecules involved in lanthanide utilizationand the potential broader applications thereof.
■ LANTHANOENZYMES
A specific biological role of lanthanides was first demonstrated in 2011 with genetic and biochemical characterization of XoxF as a lanthanide-and PQQ-dependent methanol dehydrogenase (Ln-MDH) in several methylotrophs, including Methylorubrum (formerly Methylobacterium) extorquens AM1 (Me). 18−20 Methylotrophs are found in soil, water, and plants, where they play an important role in the carbon cycle because of their ability to utilize C 1 compounds such as methanol or even methane (in the case of methanotrophs) as their sole carbon source. 37, 46, 47 MDHs are critical enzymes for methylotrophs, catalyzing the oxidation of methanol to formaldehyde ( Figure  3a ). 47, 48 This reaction is a formal hydride transfer from the substrate to the metal-ligated C5 carbonyl of the PQQ cofactor, facilitated by the Lewis acidity of the metal ion. 49, 50 Single electrons are then transferred from the reduced PQQ cofactor to a c-type cytochrome (XoxG 43, 51, 52 in the case of Ln-MDH). A Ca-and PQQ-dependent MDH (Ca-MDH, MxaFI) had been known for decades, 53 but the function of XoxF had been cryptic. 54, 55 Whereas lanthanides were preferred but not required for growth of the methylotrophs in which XoxFs were first characterized, elegant work by Jetten, Op den Camp, and co-workers identified the first organism with an absolute requirement for lanthanides for growtha novel thermoacidophilic methanotroph, Methylacidiphilum f umariolicum SolV (Mf), isolated from a volcanic mudpot. 56 The mudpot water from which this organism was initially isolated had a pH of 1−2 and contained 2−3 μM REs, primarily La, Ce, and Nd. 56 This result demonstrates both the high concentrations of soluble, bioavailable REs possible in acidic environments and the importance of REs for life in such an extreme niche. The fascinating environmental and ecological implications of this finding have been extensively reviewed; 36, 37, 57 here, the discussion is restricted to chemical aspects. Structural characterization of the native XoxF lanthanoenzyme purified from Mf revealed an active site very similar to that of a Ca-MDH, with a Ce III ion coordinated to the PQQ and Asp, Glu, and Asn residues ( Figure 3b ). The only significant difference was an additional carboxylate ligand in XoxF, increasing CN from the 7 observed for Ca II in Ca-MDH to the expected 9 for a Ln III ion. 56, 58 XoxF-type ADHs are widespread in Nature, more so than the Ca-dependent MxaFI type, and they are proposed to have arisen prior to the Ca-MDHs. 57, 59, 60 (Most XoxF-type ADHs are likely to be lanthanide-dependent enzymes; however, one XoxF has been found to copurify with Ca. 61 ) Biological utilization of lanthanides, like that of iron, may have evolved in an environment in which lanthanides were more soluble and bioavailable than currently, and biology found them useful enough to retain them. Following the initial discovery of XoxF as a Ln III -dependent enzyme, several more lanthanide-and PQQ-dependent ADHs using methanol or other alcohols as substrates were found in methylotrophs 51,58,62−65 and in a nonmethylotroph. 66, 67 These studies have shown that bacteria differ in lanthanide tolerances for growth, but all characterized to date prefer the early REs. For example, Mf grows most efficiently with La−Nd, but Sm−Gd also support growth; 56 by contrast, Me will only use La−Nd, and Sm very poorly 68 (Figure 1 ). These tolerances appear to be driven not only by RE bioavailability but also by coordination chemistry and reactivity considerations, as discussed below.
An intriguing and unique aspect of XoxF is that at least four different metals, La−Nd, are each able to confer activity when Cells must resolve the same challenge faced by the technological utilization of REsthe difficulty of separations. 56 Ce III is a cream sphere; protein ligands are in gray sticks, and PQQ is in salmon. A ligand from the crystallization solution has been omitted.
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Outlook incorporated into the enzyme active site. Few enzymes, and particularly redox enzymes, are active with more than one or two different metal cofactors. 69, 70 Design of an enzyme that can tolerate several lanthanides in the same protein framework is a challenge because of differences in Ln III ionic radius and CN preference as well as interactions with substrate and intermediates, which may affect the methanol oxidation chemistry. 24 Furthermore, in vivo, the electrons extracted from methanol to the Ln III -PQQ cofactor must then be transferred to XoxG, 43, 51, 71 and the efficiency of this process would be expected to depend on the identity of the Ln III ion coordinated by PQQ. 43 The chemical similarities of the lanthanide series make the Ln-MDH an excellent system to probe metal-dependent structure−function relationships in a single protein framework. Using Mf XoxF, which can be demetalated and reconstituted with all lanthanides in vitro, Daumann reported maximal activity with Pr, using a redox dye-based assay. 24 Similar experiments cannot be carried out at present using Me XoxF because metal removal irreversibly inactivates the protein. 43 Instead, the Me enzyme can be loaded with early REs in vivo, exhibiting highest activity with La. 43, 72 However, assays using the physiological electron acceptor, XoxG, tell a different story: 43 Me La-, Ce-, and Nd-XoxFs all exhibit the same maximum velocity, but the K m for XoxG increases from La to Nd, inversely proportional to ionic radius. We interpreted this result as reflecting an increasing reduction potential (E m ) of the Ln III -PQQ cofactor with increasing Ln III Lewis acidity, suggesting that redox matching of XoxG and the Ln III -PQQ cofactor is an important constraint for lanthanide utilization in vivo. This proposal is supported by the observation that the E m of Mf XoxG 52 is ∼80 mV higher than that of Me XoxG, 43 as Mf is tolerant of heavier lanthanides, up to Gd, in vivo. Furthermore, Me grows more slowly with Nd than La, 68 suggesting that later REs, even if they could be acquired, likely would not support efficient growth. Thus, lanthanide utilization in MDH seems to be a compromise between lanthanide availability, radius, Lewis acidity, and E m of its redox partner. 24, 43, 64 Further studies of XoxFs 24, 43 and functional model complexes 73 metalated with different REs, native or otherwise, will enable spectroscopic analysis of the MDH reaction mechanism, about which significant questions still exist (reviewed recently 32 ). Such studies are challenging with the spectroscopically inert Ca II . Substitution of different REs into XoxF also may be useful in trapping different intermediates by changing the rate constants for various steps in the reaction. These studies will be facilitated by a more complete understanding of the mechanism of activation of XoxF, which may involve XoxJ (speculated to bind XoxF to aid in its activation 43 ) as well as potential chaperone proteins for the PQQ and Ln III cofactors 41, 45, 74 (Figure 2 ). Understanding of this cofactor assembly pathway might allow for expression in a simpler system (e.g., Escherichia coli) to facilitate bioengineer- 
Outlook ing applications such as a methanol biofuel cell. 75 Because, unlike Ca-MDH, XoxF can efficiently oxidize not only methanol to formaldehyde but also (in vitro but likely not in vivo) 56, 72 formaldehyde to formate, it may simplify a methanol to CO 2 cell to just two enzymes, XoxF and a formate dehydrogenase. Finally, the proposed effect of Ln III coordination on the E m of PQQ in XoxF 43 suggests the feasibility of performing electrochemical separations of REs using RE-PQQ complexes, as has been accomplished recently with other redox-active ligands. 13 The speciation of aqueous Ln III -PQQ complexes is heterogeneous, 76, 77 but such an approach may be possible with the help of PQQ-binding proteins.
Another open question is whether lanthanoenzymes that are not PQQ-dependent exist. The known lanthanoenzymes are all periplasmic, but discovery of lanthanide import to the cytosol 41 suggests that lanthanoproteins may occur throughout the cell. However, studies so far have not identified putative enzymes other than ADHs that are obviously upregulated by lanthanides, 44, 72 so Ln III ions may substitute for other metals 36 such as Ca II , Mg II , or Fe III in certain enzymes or cofactors. Ln III ions will likely bind tightly to any enzymes, facilitating their proteomic identification.
■ LANTHANIDE RECOGNITION IN CELLS
From 2011 to 2018, the only lanthanide-binding proteins c h a r a c t e r i z e d w e r e v a r i o u s P Q Q -d e p e n d e n t ADHs. [18] [19] [20] 56, 58, 62, 64, 66 Biological utilization of other metal ions involves proteins responsible for selective import/export, trafficking, and regulation. 78−80 Because these proteins are tasked with ensuring correct metalation of enzymes, their metal selectivity is especially critical. We reasoned that identification and characterization of lanthanoproteins with these functions may be more informative than the lanthanoenzymes about the central question of how biology selectively recognizes lanthanides.
The first insights into biological recognition of lanthanides were provided by discovery and characterization of lanmodulin (LanM), reported in late 2018. 42, 81 LanM was immediately intriguing to us as its amino acid sequence contained 4 EFhand motifs (Figure 4a ). EF hands are 12-residue Ca II -binding motifs, widespread in biology and usually found in pairs for cooperative binding, such as in the Ca II sensor, calmodulin. 82, 83 As a testament to the coordination similarities of Ca II and Ln III ions, typical EF hands bind Ln III with slightly higher (∼100fold) affinity than Ca II , although Ln III coordination is not physiologically relevant in these cases. 84−86 However, these similarities have also been exploited in the development of more selective "lanthanide-binding tags" with nanomolar lanthanide affinity, derived by engineering of natural EF hands. 87, 88 LanM exhibits several remarkable properties for an EF-hand protein. 42 First, it undergoes a large, cooperative conformational change in response to binding of all trivalent REs. Second, the NMR solution structure of LanM in the presence of Y III (a diamagnetic RE used as a Ln III surrogate) revealed metal coordination by 5 carboxylates and a backbone carbonyl (CN = 8−9, depending on metal site), whereas Ca II sites in typical EF hands are 7-coordinate ( Figure 4b ). 81 Third, each EF hand possesses a Pro residue at the second position, a feature present in no previously characterized EF hands. 83 The Pro N is engaged in an unusual N i+1 −H···N i hydrogen bond with the backbone NH of the subsequent residue, a coordinating Asp. Finally, and perhaps most remarkably, LanM responds to picomolar free concentrations of REs, whereas millimolar Ca II is required for a conformational change (10 8 -fold selectivity). This selectivity is much greater than would be expected on the basis of charge and radius alone (∼10 4 ). 4, 86, 89 Furthermore, LanM binds early REs with higher affinity than late REs, whereas chelators typically prefer the more Lewis-acidic, late REs. 8 These intriguing and unusual properties have motivated us to study LanM as a model system for determining the rules of highly selective biological lanthanide coordination. While much work remains, our studies have suggested that the prolines contribute ∼100-fold to RE selectivity, apparently by uncoupling initial Ca II binding from a conformational change. 42 The proposed importance of the prolines and their N i+1 − H···N i hydrogen bonds is 2-fold: (1) to constrain the structure of the EF loop such that metals that prefer fewer ligands (e.g., Ca II ) force the carboxylates into an arrangement incompetent to produce a conformational change until superphysiological concentrations ( Figure 4d) and (2) to buttress against loop constriction as Ln III ionic radius decreases from La to Nd, thereby retaining communication with the adjacent metal site for optimal affinity and cooperativity (Figure 4c ). Further structural and spectroscopic work is needed to draw more specific conclusions about metal coordination.
LanM's large, highly RE-selective conformational change suggests a role in lanthanide sensing, perhaps as the substrate of a two-component system (Figure 2 ) that may be involved in switching between Ca-and RE-dependent physiologies (the "lanthanide switch" 38, 44, 67, 68, 90 ). Although it is one of very few proteins upregulated in response to early REs in several organisms, 44, 72, 91 LanM is not essential for lanthanidedependent growth, pointing to probable redundancies in lanthanide-handling machinery. Furthermore, it is only found in certain methylotrophs, suggesting that other organisms encode unrelated proteins with a similar function. 38 We also have identified a second RE-binding protein (META1p1781). 41 It shares LanM's unusual property of preferentially binding early over late REs, but it does not possess an EF hand. Although not yet as thoroughly characterized as LanM, this protein is dimeric and binds 2 Ln III ions per dimer, suggesting that cooperative metal binding may contribute to metal selectivity, as in LanM. It seems virtually guaranteed that more RE-binding proteins will be discovered, and their characterization will provide a compendium of biological lanthanide recognition strategies that may be useful for broader applications.
LanM's high selectivity for REs suggests that it may be useful for green, aqueous separation of total REs from other metals. Large-scale separation methods generally involve repeated, acid-and organic solvent-intensive extraction steps using ligands with low selectivities. 8, 10 LanM may not be optimal as is for separations of adjacent REs, as Nature has engineered it to respond similarly to La−Nd. However, it may be a privileged scaffold for evolution of selective peptide-based These intriguing and unusual properties have motivated us to study LanM as a model system for determining the rules of highly selective biological lanthanide coordination.
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Outlook ligands for REs and other metal ions. These applications may include metal harvesting and recycling, sensing (e.g., rapid detection of REs in the field using LaMP1, a LanM-derived fluorescent protein-based sensor we reported 41 ), and metallotherapeutic and imaging agents. 2 A particular advantage of LanM is the cooperative metal binding exhibited by its EF hand pairs, which could allow for greater selectivities for adjacent REs than is possible at a single metal-binding site (as in currently used ligands), a general principle highlighted by recent synthetic ligands for size-based separations. 12, 14, 92 ■ LANTHANIDE UPTAKE While the solubilities of Ln III are picomolar at pH 7, they are still 8−9 orders of magnitude higher than that of Fe III , which bacteria acquire using secreted small molecules called siderophores. 93−95 As a result, several investigators speculated that lanthanides might be acquired via a lanthanophore. 32, 37, 39, 42, 57, 96 In Gram-negative bacteria, Fe III −siderophore complexes are typically taken up using TonBdependent systems comprising specific outer-and innermembrane transporters, a periplasmic binding protein, and an enzyme for siderophore degradation for iron release. 97−99 When we first reported LanM in Me AM1, 42 we noted that the gene encoding it was adjacent to a putative TonBdependent transporter, suggesting that the lanM gene cluster encodes a lanthanophore uptake system. Genetic studies by Vorholt 44 in a closely related strain showed that the putative transporters of this cluster were essential for lanthanidemediated growth. Contemporaneously, we used the LaMP1 sensor to reveal several details of lanthanide uptake. First, we showed for the first time that La−Nd are selectively taken up into the Me cytosol ( Figure 5 , confirming the importance of the transporters). Second, we showed that the periplasmic binding protein of the putative uptake system does not bind free Ln III ions (implying that it may bind a Ln III complex instead). Finally, we demonstrated an activity in the spent medium from cells grown without REs that is capable of selectively outcompeting LaMP1 for binding early REs (physical evidence for a lanthanophore). 41 These data all but confirmed the secretion of a molecule required for selective uptake of early REs (Figure 2 ) and laid out an approach for its isolation and characterization.
These observations also provided key information about the mechanism by which the lanthanophore achieves its selectivity. The strong ionic radius dependence of lanthanide-dependent regulation 68 and cytosolic lanthanide uptake 41 argued that the lanthanophore does not simply rely on the rather small affinity differences between REs for a single site. 8 Instead, it likely selects for early REs based on (1) differences in overall REcomplex shape, perhaps exploiting the ability of early REs to accommodate higher CNs, with only one conformation recognized by the importer, or (2) cooperative binding of two or more metal ions. Both potential approaches have been anticipated by elegant small-molecule work focused on RE separations, for example, that of Schelter using ionic radiusdependent dimerization equilibrium of an RE complex 12, 92 and that of Sun using supramolecular tetrahedral cages templated by metal binding, 14 as well as by LanM's RE recognition strategy. Determination of the lanthanophore's structure will resolve these questions.
It is not known whether all lanthanide-utilizing organisms have lanthanophores, and whether the diversity of their architectures matches that of siderophores. 93, 94, 100 For example, Mf may not require a dedicated lanthanophore because of higher RE solubility in its acidic environmental niche. 32, 43 Klebensberger has recently reported that iron interferes with lanthanide uptake in Pseudomonas putida, 101 highlighting the complexity of selective metal uptake. Finally, it is possible that some previously characterized siderophores might instead (or in addition) be lanthanophores.
As with LanM, there are clear potential applications of lanthanophores for RE harvesting and separations. In fact, siderophores and simplified derivatives are already being explored in this regard, 102, 103 but the lanthanophore's selectivity for early REs makes it an attractive alternative. However, the highest-value REs are the rarer, heavy ones, which the Me lanthanophore may not bind effectively; one can envision synthetic derivatives that are selective for different sets of REs. As more lanthanide-utilizing organisms are characterized, lanthanophores with different metal selectivities may also be found. One potential caveat is that, in biology, metal selectivity relies on both affinity differences and conformational changes necessary for specific recognition by a receptor. For example, LanM undergoes a conformational change with 10 8fold selectivity for REs over Ca II , but only 10 6 derives from affinity differences; the rest appears to derive from a conformational effect. By contrast, in RE harvesting and separation applications, selectivity likely must rely on affinity differences alone. Therefore, engineering of biological ligands may be required prior to their implementation as technologies for RE extraction and separations. In biology, metal selectivity relies on both affinity differences and conformational changes ... in RE harvesting and separation applications, selectivity likely must rely on affinity differences alone.
Outlook ■ LANTHANIDE STORAGE Given the selective cytosolic uptake of early REs by Me 41 and Me's ability to deplete cultures of early REs, 104 it was reasonable to suggest that bacteria would take advantage of the low solubility of RE (poly)phosphate complexes for lanthanide storage in "lanthanosomes," similar to Ca, which is stored in organisms from bacteria to humans in organelles called acidocalcisomes. 105 In fact, analogous mechanisms exist for storage of many metals: copper is stored in acidocalcisomelike structures in algae 106 and zinc in similar zincosomes in C. elegans, 107 and even iron storage in ferritin as an Fe IIIoxyhydroxide with variable phosphate content 108 is related. This lanthanide storage mechanism was recently demonstrated by Skovran and Martinez-Gomez, 45 although details remain to be defined. The bioaccumulation of lanthanides presents possibilities for whole-cell lanthanide extraction methods, although the probable storage of only early REs, slow lanthanide accumulation by Me, 104 and the need to carry out further separations from the rest of the bacterial constituents may hinder such an approach.
■ LANTHANIDES BEYOND BACTERIA
Specific biological functions of lanthanides are best characterized in bacteria. However, REs have been used for decades as fertilizers, having been found to accumulate in plants and enhance growth, crop yields, and drought resistance (refs 109 and 110 and references therein). The precise mechanisms by which REs have these benefits have yet to be elucidated, but understanding them may enable more thoughtful approaches to improving agricultural yields. The targets may relate to plant photosynthesis or cell wall structure and/or to effects on the methylotrophs such as Me that colonize plants because of their substantial methanol production. 36, 111 Unlike bacteria studied to date, which strongly prefer early REs, plants seem to accumulate REs in proportion to their concentrations in the soil, 44, 112 suggesting that much of the accumulation occurs nonspecifically, perhaps through Ca or Fe uptake pathways, such as the broad-spectrum metallophore, nicotianamine. 113, 114 It is also conceivable that plants take advantage of the increased bioavailability of REs resulting from production of lanthanophores by bacteria residing in the phyllosphere. For example, much like the mammalian protein siderocalin binds Fe III −siderophore complexes as an immune defense mechanism to interfere with iron acquisition by invading pathogens, 115 it is possible that plants produce proteins that can bind Ln III −lanthanophore complexeseither to limit colonization by plant pathogens or as part of a mutualistic association between plant and lanthanide-utilizing microbes to make REs more accessible to the plant. RE uptake may also be linked to the beneficial effects of microbe-derived PQQ for plant growth; 116 the recent identification of an REregulated PQQ acquisition system in Me 74 supports the existence of RE and PQQ signaling networks in plant−microbe systems, the mechanisms and targets of which have yet to be fully elucidated.
The proportion of plant-accumulated REs present within cells versus outside is not known. Extracellular REs may be incorporated in place of Ca II in the cell wall. Methanol is produced by de-esterification of pectins, which exposes carboxylates for metal ligation to facilitate cell−cell adhesion. 117, 118 This synergy between cell wall strength and structure, Ca II or RE binding, and methanol production (which could be used by associated methylotrophs) may be relevant to the observed positive effects of REs on plants. Cellular RE uptake has been described to occur via endocytosis, 119−121 but this mechanism may be a result of formation of insoluble RE aggregates under the in vitro assay conditions. However, in the plant, at least some of the accumulated REs are presumably present in a soluble, bioavailable form in cells, as Ce III has been reported to be incorporated into chlorophyll, particularly in Mg-limited soils. 112, 122 This substitution, presumably occurring via competition for binding to the Mg chelatase that inserts Mg II into protoporphyrin IX during chlorophyll biosynthesis, was associated with enhanced photosynthetic rate of isolated chloroplasts, although it is not clear if this association is causal. 112, 122 (Relatedly, methylotrophs like Me are known to produce bacteriochlorophyll, 123 so it bears investigation whether they can incorporate REs more specifically into porphyrin-derived or other cofactors.) Ca II is also present in the Mn 4 Ca oxygen evolving complex (OEC) of photosystem II, 124 and it is tempting to suggest that REs may be inserted into the OEC in place of Ca. However, model studies 125, 126 and in vitro substitution experiments 127 suggest that the greater Lewis acidity of REs would make the cluster more difficult to oxidize, decreasing water oxidation activity. Most of the above studies have focused on the cheaper and more abundant early REs, but studies using other REs would help disambiguate effects on associated bacteria versus on the plant itself.
Finally, lanthanides may also affect the organisms that consume plants. Studies have suggested positive impacts of RE provision in animal husbandry, suggesting a role for REs in higher organisms. 128 However, REs are not perfect mimics of Ca, 4 as recent studies of calmodulin 129, 130 and cadherin 131 have shown, suggesting that REs may not play a general role as Ca substitutes in Ca-dependent proteins. Instead, the growthpromoting effects of REs in higher organisms might plausibly be linked to the microbiome; for example, both beneficial (E. coli) and pathogenic (Pseudomonas aeruginosa) bacteria possess PQQ-dependent dehydrogenases, and these or other enzymes might benefit from or be inhibited by REs. However, at the moment, no specific mechanism for the effects of REs in organisms other than bacteria has been firmly established.
■ CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
It is fitting that the International Year of the Periodic Table  ( 2019) would be the annus mirabilis of biological lanthanides, when a number of the key principles and mechanistic details of lanthanide recognition and utilization have come into view, having long laid hidden (Greek: lanthańein, the root of lanthanum). These new findings include discovery and characterization of lanmodulin (late 2018), 42,81 discovery of the lanthanide uptake pathway 41, 42, 44 and its reliance on a lanthanophore, 41 discovery of cytosolic lanthanide uptake 41 and storage, 45 and (likely) characterization of the lanthanophore. The principles gleaned from these recent discoveries allow us to anticipate many of the key roles that lanthanides may play in biology, but the full scope and many details remain to be determined.
A curious aspect of biological lanthanide utilization, and one that has important implications for the translational impact of the biological ligands, is why the organisms characterized to date strongly prefer early REs, whereas any RE would be a suitable Lewis acid catalyst. We propose that this observation
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Outlook reflects a compromise between several factors. A single set of biological ligands can only retain specificity within a narrow window of ionic radius. The higher abundance of the early REs makes that window an attractive one, but abundance alone is not a sufficient explanation, as Y is similarly abundant but not used, as far as is currently known. The discovery of organisms that can selectively utilize late REs would be biologically and biotechnologically interesting. However, this possibility might be precluded by biology's requirement for selective acquisition and trafficking mechanisms: a major advantage of the early REs is that their larger ionic radius allows for high CNs and thus more effective discrimination versus abundant metal ions that would compete for the polyanionic ligands most favorable for Ln III coordination. The data so far support LanM, META1p1781, and the lanthanophore being outworkings of the same fundamental principle in protein and small-molecule form: using cooperative metal binding to give exquisite metal selectivity by amplification of subtle differences in ionic radius and coordination preferences. There are clear, broader applications of this principle for binding of other REs and other metals by engineered protein, small-molecule, and cellbased approaches, for applications in RE harvesting and beyond. The interface of biology, biochemistry, coordination chemistry, and engineering will be a rich area of exploration as we learn more about the fundamentals and applications of biological lanthanide utilization. 
